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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HAR LAN STONE

A new face has joined the AHPS official family . It
belongs to William R . (Bill) Lucas, whom I've appointed
auction manager to succeed Gerry Diamond . In consulta-
tion with other AHPS officers, I've determined that Bill
is the right choice from among three members who volun-
teered for this position . One of our younger collectors,
he was active in the Northern New Jersey Chapter before
moving to the Chicago area . He has also volunteered to
help arrange the AHPS national convention at Chicago in
October and to help represent AHPS at the APS national
convention at Milwaukee in August.

With expert assistance from Gerry, Bill expects to
resume our monthly mail auctions in Tell shortly . If you
have Swiss or Liechtenstein stamps, covers or literature
to sell, write Bill at 600 Turner Ave ., Glen Ellyn, IL
60137 with details and for instructions on how to submit
your material.

By a vote of 4 to 3, your elected officers have de-
cided not to publish an AHPS membership directory con-
taining addresses . Those in opposition point out that
such directories can easily serve as thieves' guidebooks.
In recent weeks, APS and the Postal History Society have
also decided not to republish their address directories.

However, we feel it is safe to distribute an abbre-
viated directory containing only names and collecting
interests of members, who would be able to locate one
another through the AHPS secretary . A plan to prepare
such a directory is under development.
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SOME COMMENTS & QUESTIONS ABOUT EXPERTIZATION

By Michael Blume, P .O. Box 755, Guerneville
California 95446

Walter Abt's article, "Should I Have My
Stamps Expertized?" in the May, 1978 issue of
Tell was very helpful as far as it went, but
there are questions about the expertization of
Swiss stamps that remain unanswered for me.

1. What constitutes satisfactory documentation
of genuineness?

I note that two of my Rayons have certifi-
cates from Moser issued in 1976 not to me, but
to a previous owner . One has a photocopy of
the stamp stapled to the certificate, but not
attached thereto by seal or signature ; the
other has no photo of any kind.

I recognize that quality photocopying is a
rather recent development, but just this past
month, for example, I purchased, for $200, a
Rayon through mail auction from a long estab-
lished and leading dealer of Swiss stamps in
this country . The auction information sheet
described this stamp as being accompanied by a
Rellstab certificate . The "certificate" which
I received was a photocopy of a sheet listing
7 Swiss items, with brief descriptions, dated
January 3, 1981, the original of which had been
signed by Rellstab . The dealer made a check
mark alongside my item . There was no photocopy
of the stamp itself, nor was my copy signed.

Then too I have experienced "certification"
consisting merely of the name Zumstein or Rell-
stab being stamped on the backside of a stamp.
Such would seem to be very easy to forge.

I wonder : is the answer to my question
really that each owner must obtain expertization
anew in order to have real peace of mind about
genuineness?

2. What Swiss stamps should be expertized?

The answer to that question would seem to be
that any stamp should be expertized if the
owner has any doubt about the genuineness of
the underlying stamp, or the surcharge, or the
cancellation, or the paper variety, or any
other facet which is crucial to its value, and
if the difference in value is enough to justify
the bother and expense of having it expertized.
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But I nevertheless raise this question
because I note that whereas the Rayons offered
for sale seem almost routinely to be stated as
being accompanied by certificate, the Strubels,
often as great or greater in value than some of
the Rayons, almost never are offered with certi-
ficates . Similarly, the first airmail, in re-
spect to the surcharge, is almost always offered
with certificate, whereas high value League of
Nations and IKW stamps, comparable in value and
with surcharge also the issue (and which would
seem even easier to forge than an entire Rayon)
are almost never offered with certification.
Other seeming inconsistencies could also be
cited.

What accounts for this differentiation?

3 . How do AHPS members obtain expertization?

My wife recently made an extended visit to her
parents in Switzerland, and since they live
within a short drive of one of the official ex-
perts of the Association of Swiss Philatelic
Societies, I had her take along half a dozen
stamps to be expertized . I figured that would
at any rate eliminate whatever risks exist in
respect to mailing, and also simplify the hand-
ling of payment . He accepted the C1 & C2 to

expertize, but declined to undertake two
Rayons, one Strubel, and one IKW.

I would very much appreciate commentary
(and I would think some other AHPS members
might also) from AHPS members who have mailed
items to Switzerland for expertization, re-
lating their experiences in that respect, and
including coverage of the following questions:

1. Does one send by registered and insured
mail?

2. Is it advisable to limit the number of
items sent at one time?

3. How long does it generally take to get
them back?

4. How is payment handled? Is one billed
and then one pays prior to return of the
items? Does one obtain a check in Swiss
francs from a U .S . bank?

5. Any other details that would be helpful
or of interest (the names and addresses
of the experts who have actually been
utilized in this manner would be of
value also) .
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